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My invention pértai-?s" to improvements‘ in 

throttling valves‘ for refrigeration use, of the that maintainsa ea?stant evaporator; " . 

One object of my invention to in "re‘a's‘e‘ the 
closeness of pressure control. _ ' 
Another object is- to prevent variation in con 

trolled press'ure with bar‘dir‘iétr‘ié p sure‘ ch'afig'é. 

Another object is' to prevé?t‘ v‘a tron‘ in trolled pressure with valve body temperature‘ 
changes‘. I ‘ V ' v 

Another object is" to permit, simple and rapid 
calibration by vacuum variation. _ > 
Another object is- to r‘édué ‘é‘ di?e'réfitial be 

tween refrigerant temperature and the‘ fleezifi'g 
temperature of water,‘ fi?éré'by' permitting‘ a coun 

‘ ter new water co'ol‘erltddél'iv'ér' sewer water; 
Another‘ object is“ to increase the‘ temperature 

difference between‘; refrigerant and water; there‘ 
by increas'ing‘ the heat tra?sifér'rat'é. ‘ 
My in'v‘e'r'ition'v is" appliéabl'e‘ to a wide‘ variety 

of constant pressure valve designs“, using a ?eir'il 
ble méta'l’vor rubber" diaphragm, or‘ a‘ ‘ bel 
lo’ws', orv its equivalent,- a'ri'dl' the‘ exit‘ port 
closed by parts such as'a movable“ needle or ball, 
or disc. In my deswi‘ption' I have" shown‘, for 
example, a valve with a metal‘ diaphragm and 
a metal ball, él’oslng the eii'it' pert, moving with 
the diaphragm. My invention is“ aID-i 
plicable to any other diapl‘irag'fri or‘ b‘e'llow'sa'nd 
any‘means for throttling at‘ the é‘x‘lt‘ port. ‘ 
In refrigerating water to temperatures él'os‘e' 

to f1‘eeZirig',_ in structures which w‘oind be‘ dar?aged 
by internal ride" fd'l‘fiiatio?, it is‘ ?ebes'sar‘y to 661i’ 
trol the refrigerant pressure closely; to prevent 
refrigerant temperature‘ from going below 3' F. 
The commercial valves sold as constant pressure 
valves‘ for- this purpose are‘ faulty‘. They include 
either a benow's dr'a diaphragm. Evaporator‘ gas‘ 
pressure is applied below and sprin‘gjpres'sure“ 
above, with an‘ ad'justing's'c‘réw’to' permit balancl 
ing spring pressure against evaporator pres: 
sure times the" effective‘ area" or bellows‘ or dial" 
phra'gm. The diaphragm or’ bellows‘ carries a 
needle‘ or ballv which‘ se’a'ts' over" a vent era-ice in‘ 
the‘ lower valve bod‘y; theme‘ and‘ closing‘ the 
diaphragm rises‘ and falls‘; Another port“ into‘ the‘ 

ffof? anjgvtiridr tor" body admits refrigerant g 

to‘ be held ata'co?tl‘olled restate“. 'rh s1‘ creased evaporatofpresi ete'ndjs’it'o lif~_ the‘ dia 
phragm‘, opening‘ valve arid t'éfntiitt‘ih‘g‘ gas 
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to escape until theevaporatofr‘pressure is reduced 
to balance with?splrinepresisrte» 
Refrigerant temperatures for several pressures 

are 

29 gage____\_____'_____l_____- ____ __‘_' ______ ___‘ 3Q gage ------- --'---'----; ----- -r-----»---'--- 52,0 

31._ gage ____ _.:....__‘_____‘__.’ ____ _._'_;_.._> ____ ___ 32 gage.- ______ _.:;..__.._' _____________ __-____ 34,3 

33 ____________ __:_'_..;_-..._;_'_:___.;__.._ 34 gage ______________ _v__'_ _: ________ __ 36.7 

With a; dose regulating" vaive a pressure 6f 31 
and a; temperature of 33° 1*".v would be' desirable 
in the evaporator. But, since the space above‘ 
diaphragm is air ?lled in’thé commercial valve, 
and not sealed, the‘ pressure held‘ on the evapo 
rator will be at 31 only while used at a barometer 
reading identical with that at which the valve 
was calibrated. A low barometer due to“ weather 
change or use‘ at- a point of higher elevation‘ win 
reduce thev atmospheric pressure above thev dia-' 
phragm', tending to open the‘ vent portar'i‘d‘ reduce 
evaporator pressure and temperature; A‘ valve 
calibrated to‘ hold 31 at Detroit; elevation 500 ft, 
and~ average 2914 " barometer, may be‘ used at“ 
Denver at 5000'ft. e1eVation'a‘n‘d'25;6"' barometer. 
The reduction of pressure would’ be‘ 318" or 1*.9' 
and evaporator pressure‘ would be‘ 29.1‘, with oer: 
tainty of freezing. Since changing Weather 
a?‘ects the barometer at any one" elevation, the 
same dangerously low evaporator temperature 
may ‘occur at times‘ of 10w barometer due" only 
to‘ weather. > 

vOne‘m‘etho‘d to’ prevent’ variations due‘ to’ be? 
r'om'ete‘r changes‘ is to seal the spring chamber. 
This, however, causes‘ it- va'riable' air pressure 
above the bellows with’ changing valve body tem": 
perature. If the valveE temperature under oper; 
ating‘ conditions‘ is‘ ?xed; such‘ a‘ valve will’ give 
a ?xed~ evaporator pressure-s But; that-condition 
will seldom occur onarefrigerating system;v The‘ 
variation may be 40° whichawwould cause a‘change‘ 
in ‘occluded air pressure‘ of 1.1‘ and‘ an equal 
change in controlled evaporator pressure. , 
The invention’ eovers the evacuation of- air 

from the space above the t‘eubws; and the‘ seal 
ing of this evacuated‘ chamber, preventing 
change inv evaporator pressure; whether by ba-' 
rometer or by valve body temperature; change; 
but only carrying the-‘vacuum'to a point where“ 
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temperature change will have a negligible eifect 
on evaporator pressure, thereby making it pos 
sible to make the ?nal calibration by varying the 
vacuum until the desired safe evaporator pres 
sure is obtained. This provides a simple and 
economic means of calibrating, and a valve safe 
to use at a setting very close to the pressure cor 
responding to 32° F. 
Without this provision it is current practice for 

the installer of a water cooling system to reset 
a factory calibrated valve to compensate for the 
local elevation and for the minimum barometer 
change under standard due to weather. To do 
this he must have a correctly calibrated gage, 
and make a correction to its reading based on 
the current barometer reading, with a further 
allowance for the maximum reduction in barom 
eter due to weather change. Practically this is 
impossible under installation conditions and a 
safe pressure is usually adopted, related to eleva 
tion, which results in the evaporator pressure be 
ing several degrees warmer than is permitted 
with the valve of my invention, in which the 
factory calibration is ?nal for any altitude, 
weather or valve body temperature. Instead of 
a customary ?eld adjustment to 34 pressure and 
36.7° temperature, I amiable to factory set at 31 
or 33.1° temperature with certainty that this 
minimum pressure will be held at any altitude, 
weather or valve temperature condition. 
With a refrigerant temperature 3 degrees 

colder, using my valve, the average temperature 
difference of refrigerant to water is increased, 
resulting in an increase in gallons per hour 
cooled, and a ?nal water temperature 3 degrees 
colder in a counter flow cooler. 

I illustrate my invention more or less diagram 
matically in the accompanying drawings, where 
1n: 

Figure 1 is an axial section; 
Figure 2 is a detail illustrating a stage in ad 

justment. 
Referring to Figure 1 a diaphragm l is sealed 

tightly between an upper casing 2 and a lower 
casing 3. A spring 4 applies pressure to the 
diaphragm I through an abutment ring 5 and 
may be adjusted for any pressure by a screw 5 
through the centering disc ‘i. 

In the lower casing 3 is an exit port 8 closed 
by a ball 9 which may be integral with a shaft 
[0, riveted to the diaphragm l with two discs II 
to spread the contact. An inlet port I2 admits 
gas from the evaporater where pressure is to be 
controlled. 
In the upper casing 2 is a port 13 into which 

is secured a capillary tube M. 
In the calibrated valve, ready for use, the 

capillary tube I4 is pinched at 15 and solder 
sealed at IS. The adjusting screw 6 is soldered 
to casing 2 and upper and lower casings 2 and 
3 are soldered as at I8. Where I speak of solder 
ing, it will be understood that other suitable se 
curing means may be used. 
In Figure 2 the condition prior to calibration 

is shown, with capillary l4 open to a vacuum 
pump not shown. Other means may be used to 
permit evacuating casing 2 and sealing against 
reentry of air, the means not being a part of 
this invention. 
A rigid analysis of all forces gives the follow 

ing for a balanced diaphragm. 

A1—diaphragm or bellows net area (sq. in.) ?xed 
ALEXit port net area (sq. in.) ?xed 
P1-—pressure to be controlled (p. s. i.) controlled 
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4 
P2—suction pressure beyond valve (p. s. i.) vari 

able 
P3—occluded air pressure over diaphragm (p. s. i.) 

variable 
W——spring force above diaphragm 

The exit port area A2 is in practice 2 to 3% 
of A1 and variation in P2 will cause relatively 
little e?ect on P1. A reduction in P2 will raise 
P1, which increases safety against freezing. 

P3 is variable with valve body temperature, but 
with an actual maximum variation of 40 degrees 
the maximum change in P3 is 0.1#, which is 
negligible. 
The procedure to calibrate is in two steps, ?rst 

with atmospheric pressure above the diaphragm. 
The capillary I4 is open to air as in Figure 2. 
The screw 6 is not sealed to the upper casing. 
The screw 6 is adjusted to give a value of P3 
greater than 31# by the product of the decrease 
of occluded air pressure at evacuation times the 
diaphragm area. Then the seal H is made. 
The second step is to attach the capillary tube 

14 to a suitable vacuum source and evacuate 
until P3 is 31#. This will be between 27" and 
2-9" hg., which are easily obtained vacuum limits. 
Capillary I4 is then pinched shut, out off and 
sealed, for example, with solder. The speci?c 
means of sealing is not a part of this invention. 

I ?nd in practice that this procedure and 
means accomplish the results desired, as does 
no other valve available to the refrigeration in 
dustry. It maintains a practically ?xed pressure 
on the evaporator, unaffected by barometer 
change or by valve body temperature change. 
The method of calibration is simple and rapid. 
Since the initial calibration is held under all op 
erating conditions, it is possible to hold the re 
frigerant temperature close to the freezing tem 
perature of water, which in a counter ?ow cooler 
permits delivering colder water, and with colder 
refrigerant the temperature difference to the 
water cooled is increased with an increase in 
heat transfer and cooling capacity. 
Furthermore, the valve is safe even with loss 

of vacuum, since the effect of air entry is to raise 
the controlled pressure. Freezing cannot occur. 

I have described my invention in connection 
with water cooling but I wish it to be under 
stood that the valve is widely applicable where 
a close control of pressure is desirable and I 
have only described its application to a water 
cooler as a speci?c case where its value is ap 
parent. 

I wish my description and drawings to be 
taken as in a broad sense illustrative or dia 
grammatic, rather than as limiting me to the 
details of my showing herein. 

I claim: 
1. In a constant pressure valve, a housing, a 

flexible closure sealed to the walls of said hous 
ing and providing with said housing a closed 
spring chamber above said closure, said housing 
having inlet and outlet openings below said flex 
ible closure and the chamber above said flexible 
closure being evacuated, a valve seat at the outlet 
opening, a valve carried by said flexible closure 
and movable towards said seat to close said outlet 
opening, a compression spring in said chamber 
urging said flexible closure towards said seat, said 
housing about said chamber being provided with 
an outlet passage through which said chamber 
is evacuated, and means for sealing said passage. 

2. In a constant pressure valve, a housing, a 
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flexible closure sealed to the walls of said hous 
ing and providing with said housing a closed 
spring chamber above said closure, said hous 
ing having inlet and outlet openings below said 
flexible closure and the chamber above said flex 
ible closure being evacuated, a valve seat at the 
outlet opening, a valve carried by said flexible 
closure and movable towards said seat to close 
said outlet opening, a compression spring in said 

' chamber urging said flexible closure towards said 
seat, means carried by said housing for adjusting 
the pressure of said spring, said housing above 
said chamber being provided with an outlet pas 
sage through which said chamber is evacuated, 
and means for sealing said passage. 

3. In a constant pressure valve adapted for use 
with the evaporator of a refrigerating system, a 
housing provided with an inlet and outlet and 
having a valve seat at said outlet, a flexible 
closure sealed to the inner wall of said housing 
above said inlet and outlet and providing with 
said housing a closed evacuated chamber above 
said flexible closure, a valve carried by said 
flexible closure for movement towards said valve 
seat to close said outlet, a compression spring in 
said evacuated chamber normally urging said 
flexible closure towards said seat, a threaded 
member extending through said housing for ad~ 
justing the compression of said spring, said hous 
ing being provided with an outlet passage com 
municating with said chamber for the evacua 
tion of said chamber, and means for sealing the 
passage about said threaded member and said 
outlet passage. 

4. In method for setting a valve in a closed 
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system in which a closed chamber is provided 
above a flexible closure and houses a spring urg 
ing the closure and a valve carried thereby 
toward a valve seat, the steps of compressing the 
spring to exert a force upon the flexible closure 
greater than that required to give the ?nal valve 
setting, then evacuating the chamber above the 
closure to such a degree that the valve is brought 
to said ?nal setting. 

5. In a method for calibrating a valve to hold 
a desired fluid pressure in a closed system in 
which a closed chamber is provided above a flex 
ible closure and a spring in said chamber urges 
the closure and a valve carried thereby down 
wardly to bring the valve toward a valve seat, 
the steps of compressing the spring to exert upon 
the flexible closure a force greater than that re 
quired to give the valve said desired ?nal setting, 
and then evacuating and sealing the chamber 
above the closure to reduce the force upon said 
closure to such an extent that the valve is brought 
to said ?nal setting 

PAUL D. VAN VLIET. 
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